SKYZONE SCHOOL MASTER
SkyZone- One Click Solution

SKYZONE SCHOOL MASTER
Skyzone School Master is a comprehensive School Management Software that is
highly beneficial to educational Institutes. Using this software you can analyze the
overall working of your whole institution and have a control over its day-to-day
activities.
The Basic features offered by this software is really helpful to keep tracking
Student basic and Educational information likes Student exams, Student results &
other activities that done by the Students and much more which is very helpful as
educational institutions.
User Friendly interface
The whole software is based on simplicity itself. You will be able to master the
running and the functions of this program very easily. We have designed this
school management software while keeping in mind all kinds of users. Easily
manageable who has basic knowledge of Computer.
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Multiple Features
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Compared to some of the other school administrative software’s available in the
market, Skyzone School Master has a wide range of features likes

1. Student Admission
This Section covers all the basic information about the students. Personal
information along with contact information, Student last school details and
the parents details will also be collected here.

2. Attendance Management
All the related to student’s attendance comes under this section. Teachers as
well as authorized user can log in at any time to check the attendance
history. In addition monthly reports can be made of them.
3. Exam Management
Exam is a task that required mostly at regular intervals. There will be always
many things to manage. This section will contain all information regarding
the exams including the subjects, Results of exams and even their reports.
4. Transportation Management
Boarding points of students as well as bus timings will be featured in this
section. This part ensures the safety as well as the efficiency of your
transportation system.

Everything fee related comes under this section. Authorized User can log in
to find the details about the student fee paid and remaining fees, based on the
criteria or when management required Parents can notified by the SMS
service.
6. SMS Notification
SMS Notification includes notification related to Activities, Notice ,Student
Birthday wishes and other custom messages.
7. Customization
We know that every institute has their own way of doing things, In this
section we provide you the option to make changes to the frequently used
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5. Fees – Accounting Management
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Software activity convert into shortcuts. So same thing you can do much
easily then before.
And keep Growing.
Security
For any institute each and every information is like an Assets. Security is always
playing a vital role in software.You can manage all your user by giving them
different level of securities easily.
Reliability of Software

One of key aspects about Skyzone School Management system that is most
required is its reliability. Once you have used this software you will realize that all
you sensitive information will be stored in a safe secure manner. How You can
easily interact with the system.
Flexible Pricing
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We know importance of your money and how it’s affecting. So, we will provide
the optimum price of software with more & more features.
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“It’s good to have money and the things that money can buy, but it’s good, too, to
check up once in a while and make sure that you haven’t lost the things that money
can’t buy.”

